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Gameplay
The gameplay of Ms.Pac-Man is largely identical to that of the original Pac-Man. As in
Pac-Man, the game has a bug in the subroutine that draws the fruit, which renders the 256th level
unplayable. However, the game also has other bugs that cause it to crash or become unplayable
much sooner, making it impossible to reach the 256th level without an emulator.
- Wikipedia

Prologue
Moscow, Idaho
It was shiny and lit up and standing in the white-walled room like a beacon. Like a
god-send. I think there were angels singing, or maybe it was the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. Utah
was never far away. I slid into the chair and straddled the machine. Played game after game.
Quarters were unnecessary; the bartender had given me the key.
Then I woke up to winter. Snow piled between the broken window and my dog. My
ex-boyfriend was passed out on Dirty’s floor like an exhausted child. This was Northern Idaho
and the city was stripped to its bones, the broad-leafed trees showing themselves like black veins
against the snow. If you weren’t careful, it was easy to get existential. The volume of snow
silenced daily sounds of living and pushed you further inside yourself. Or else you escaped to
another place.
If there were drugs, they were used. We were on the Boise-Spokane-Seattle circuit, and
purchased our drugs seasonally. A saving grace was a bar in town that played music nightly. It
was that winter that I found the machine. An eight-piece jam band was half through their sweaty
set and inviting women onstage to take off their shirts. My boyfriend was alert and vertical, but I

could smell the stink of his hemp necklaces. I swung my eyes across the room to the pool table,
glorious in its beaded felt and glowing beneath a swinging beer sign. The town’s best pool player
was a beauty with two long blonde braids. She was running the table. The Ms.Pac-Man machine
was the only thing to do that night. It wasn’t supposed to be something that would pull my heart
out of my chest.
That was the one good machine in town and I held the high-score for three years. I lost
boyfriends in due time; too many nights of sitting down and facing each other, the ghosts
trekking across their irises like every TV show I ever wanted to watch. Then the inevitable
hand-slam and curse from across the screen. I never followed them. My heart beat in time with
hers. I trusted her. We went through life together—meeting a partner, falling in love, having a
baby. And when the time came for her to die, I was graceful about it; happy for the time we spent
together.
After three years in Idaho, I had memorized the music circuit and the drug seasons. I had
the best scores and the most depressed friends, and was all too familiar with the eerie winters. It
was time to move. My dog and I drove across Oregon in a U-haul, stopping only to split a
cheeseburger in the gorge. When we got to Portland, it was already deep in the night. I unpacked
my plants, my vacuum cleaner, and my inflatable mattress. I unpacked my shadows and my
ghosts. The next morning I found the U-haul tagged in graffiti. It turns out you can’t outrun some
things.

Portland, Oregon
It is not the same now. It is winter and the birds have already flown into the chimney. The
city is lying low and the strippers are out, climbing their terrible poles and sliding down like new
butterflies on a switch.
This sadness I wear like a coat. I have three ex-boyfriends and I’m tired of the timbres of
their voices, their splinters, and their deep ways of knowing when I will succumb. It’s all
Valentine’s and nights ending in meatball subs at some Italian joint next to the train.
When I happen upon the next machine, I almost cry. This is what I need: the mazes, the
ghosts quietly running and the bitter taste of fruit beginning at the nucleus of danger. This is
Burnside. And something will happen, I’m sure of it.

East Burn
I can’t hear myself think. There are three televisions and one projected screen playing
football. Concrete floors and basement air. I begin the game and shock sets in. It is the kind of
machine that feels like a Kia. Like, you thought you were buying a car but instead there is a ton
of plastic sitting in your driveway. Ms.Pac-Man can barely move. She is a bloated,
near-comatose blob. I think of all the jocked-out drunks who have played her. There are rings
and rings of beer glass sweat gracing her screen. When the joystick fails to move her, I stand up
and check the side of the machine for the Midland logo. Not there. Convinced this is a rip-off, I
leave her to finish my beer, because it was $4.50. The aquarium behind my head is full of hiding
fish the same dull green as the water. The group of kids next to me are dancing to a Gap ad and
playing truncated skee-ball. I faced the December cold and a sobering bike ride up Burnside’s
sidewalks for this, passing at least two meth-head zombies.
I need some Doritos. I need a lover. I need to leave this bar right now.

Billy Ray’s
The Ms.Pac-Man machine is up the creaky stairs and through a small room. My friends
are playing pool right behind me and jabbing me in the back with their sticks. It is like a ship up
here—the floor is wooden and slanted so that the machine looms above me. I hold on for dear
life, fighting the acute feeling that I’m drowning and the only thing holding me above the surface
is this machine.
Downstairs, kids are playing a dice game where the bartender shakes a plastic barrel and
sends the dice down the long bar. They are screaming and laughing. The door is propped open
and MLK traffic is a blur.
The game is going shitty. The screen has a permanent wave that makes the maze warp.
My friends are complaining at the slant of the pool table, taking undue glory for complicated
shots and complaining at their easy misses. I finish my game and let the sunshine lead me to the
street.

Duckett’s
Duckett’s is a punk bar. I’ve been to Duckett’s exactly three times. The first time, I ate
some fries off some dude’s plate and stood on his seat to see the band. The second time, my
friend and I wrecked our bikes outside the front door, and then came in and straight away
ordered whiskeys for our bruises. This is the third time.
My brother calls. I talk to him about love. “Where are you?” he says, “It sounds loud.”
“Yeah, yeah,” I say, “at a bar. Anyway, I think my type is the ‘creative alcoholic.’
“That’s who you like,” he says.
“That’s who I like,” I say.
We hang up. I perform my game analysis of the joint: pinball, pinball, pinball, Deer
Hunter.
“Where’s your Ms.Pac Man,” I ask the bartender.
“Oh, it got busted and we got rid of it. Sorry. Check back in two weeks.” He pauses, “But
I’ll send you in the right direction.” He comes around from behind the bar to talk to a young guy
in black clothes. I notice the Pac-Man decal on his phone. The guy gives me at least eight places
where I can find a machine. He even calls his friend at Ground Kontrol. Most of the bars are far
away, in SE or NW. “I don’t cross the river,” I tell him, and he laughs.

Grateful for the camaraderie, I step out into the cold. I tuck myself deep into my
sweatshirt and roll off, jumping the curbs and the places in the sidewalks that rise up like blisters.
It’s tricky riding on the sidewalks, but it’s even worse to ride on Killingsworth Street. I don’t
want to push my luck.

Crow Bar
● One whiskey
● Two beers
● This is Sunday evening
● I think I might be getting stood up
I love this machine. It plays true. No antics. A good enough joystick and a nonchalant
bartender. Music is Palace Music. I ask the bartender how he is: “Room for improvement.” My
first game is horrible; infantile. The ghosts are turning too early on me. 28,800. I try again and
hit 77,750. But I let myself be killed because my sometime-lover is out on the sidewalk smoking
cigarettes and anytime he’s around I’m like a goddamn magnet. When he first walks up I tell
him, “Deep in the game.” But now I don’t care so much about my high score. You know you’ve
got it bad when you jump in front of a live ghost for a guy and a smoke.
It takes me two games to realize this is Mr. Pac-Man. I had wondered about the pineapple
and the strange isotope-looking fruit. It’s hard, being on a different planet. A friend of mine just
turned up dead and since then nothing has looked the same. I sent the news to my best friend the
other day. “Are you serious?” the text came back. And then, a few minutes later, “Are you
serious??”
We are without the proper fruit sometimes. We are without a language that works.

Therapy 1
I go to see my therapist and he is in a motel room with two black eyes. I don’t ask.
“How’s the water,” he says. (His questions are always statements).
The people in the room next door are banging the bed frame against the wall.
“I don’t know. It’s still there. I try not to think about it.”
“Haven’t you heard of a pink elephant? You know what a pink elephant is, right.”
His face is peach with alabaster. There is a painting of two elephants locking snouts
behind his head; they are gray.
“Sort of.”
He looks excited.
“Now, think of a lemon. What does that do to your mouth.”
I swallow. Another trick.
“Look, I get it. Replace the thought with something else.”
Bang-bang-bang-bang. The bed is hitting faster and faster against the wall.

He sighs.
“That’s not what I meant. Do you want an assignment? I'll give you an assignment.
Cross the bridge. Any bridge.”
I nod. I am suddenly exhausted.
“You can go now. That was a lot of words.”
I nod again. He leads me to the door. On my way out, I slam the metal gate and the ladies
in the office look up, faces wide and snarky. Pink elephants, I think, both of ya’s.

The Bridge
Tommy almost jumped from it; checked himself into the asylum. Starlite writes about it;
is always coming out with some anthology packed with analogies of bones, love, suspense, drop,
transfiguration. Last summer a redheaded girl rode her bike part way across with Forest Park as
the dramatic backdrop, then leaned against the rail and jumped. A man tried to save her. He told
me all about it two hours later as I sat on the sand. There was probably still blood in the water.
It’s weird how water is not blue- it is green and sea foamy and midnight and jade and pale
yellow, citrine, dark grays of winter, streaks of crow, and the swirls of oil from our machines.
Halfway across I spit from it and watch the colors turn. I turn back.

The Tattoo Artist
He does a good job- Diamond. He just got out of the army and now he tattoos. When he
draws on my back, he sings, and it feels like his voice is coming from my own chest.
“I like dark, heavy lines,” he says.
“Me, too.”
God, it hurts. There are ten bridges to do and he’s only inked one. As he tattoos, friends
weave in and out of memory. My friend who is now gone, visits. He knew he was going to die.
This is the part I don’t tell anyone. Though he was murdered, he knew it was coming. He was
watching a psychic on TV and the psychic read his mind. There were frogs in his mind, and the
psychic looked at him and said, “Are you thinking of frogs? Do you have a frog in your pocket?”
And he did; those gummy stretchy frogs that you get from a kid’s quarter machine. A few days
later he met me; we fell in love in that crazy, quick way people do. He talked about the meaning
of life, and how he felt like he might not be on the planet much longer. He asked me to stay the
night at his house, though he slept on a shelf. “I can’t fit on your shelf!” I remember laughing,
and kissing him before I got into the cab. I guess I should have tried.
By the time I leave the tattoo shop, the sky has turned. I can’t feel my back. In the
bathroom mirror my pupils are as big as after making love.

Ground Kontrol
The guy behind the counter tells me they don’t serve beer until five. I say Fine, maybe
my game will improve. My first score is 65,180. There is a couple waiting for me to lose. I lose
quickly and painlessly. I insert another quarter before said couple can intervene.
The second game is better, as I don’t lose a single life until the fifth screen. My bicycle
light is blinking and the bartender is out on the sidewalk trying to turn it off. I am gesturing
where my bike light button is, making a mime’s square with my hands and pointing to the
lower-right-hand corner then jumping back to the joystick. A few young Japanese men walk by
and point at me through the window. I am not a pretty player. I hit the plastic screen when I get
mad. I scream at the ghosts and call them assholes. When I want them to crawl into my palm, I
lure them with a singsong voice.
In my first game, I was sure this machine was perfect. But now it’s obvious the joystick is
sloppy. My arm hurts ten minutes in and I’m not sure if it’s because this is a stand-up machine,
or because of my espresso pulls at work.
I am at the intermission screen where the stork drops the baby. I am on the eighth screen.
I forget that the energizer pacs don’t work here and I’m dead faster than a bunny under a mower.
Final score: 113,370. I look up. The couple is still there; he’s giving me the Male Dominant
Posture (MDP). I decide to rest my arm and go to Magic Gardens for a few shows.

Magic Gardens
There is a ten dollar minimum for drinks, but I need two dollars for the train to get home.
Throw in six dollars for cigarettes, and I am broke. Quarters: there are never enough. It is a
constant battle between bus fare, beer, and the Game. Quarters arrive sticky from my hand, my
pocket, or the deep creases in the bottom of my purse. Quarters can be found on the street
sometimes - though that is rare. I trade quarters for cigarettes. The bus takes ten. A beer is four,
sometimes eight. A tip is always two or four. Games are one. Thank god games are one. My
overseas Swedish account is accumulating way too slowly and my parents cannot contribute one
more penny. I think of my food stamps, of what I own that is worth something. I think of my
platelets, my blood and my eggs. It is difficult to do math in a strip club. I guess the most
valuable things I own go in this order:
●

My eggs

●

Labrador Retriever

● Queen-size mattress
● Plasma
● Schwinn bicycle
I feel sorry for my parents because they sacrificed their 30s and 40s for me and my
brother. We had to live in the Midwest, where my mother was a librarian, foxy in her turtlenecks
and cable-knit tights. My father was a college fundraiser who befriended local seed farmers and
posed for school catalogues next to silos, football players, corn and small-time fiction writers.
We were raised on donuts; on babysitters who locked us out of the house after making lightning

bug jars. I’m not sure what they expected, but I’m sure it wasn’t this: their daughter knee-deep in
a strip club pool hall, eyeing the strippers in their Cobra-hooded puffy jackets, fingers snapping
for the next cab.
Tonight Magic Gardens is a comforting mix of regulars, couples and young music
producers. Being Portland, the strippers dance to the backs of patrons at the bar. I feel sorry for
them and turn around every now and then to offer my attention. But these two dollars are for my
train, so I can’t sit up close and breathe human like I want to.

Black Cat
I am quitting everything I ever relied on. It’s a small numbness that stops at the line. I
heard about this guy who was paralyzed below his waist, and he got a tattoo across his belly to
demarcate his two selves. I’m not sure where I’m divided, but I feel it might have to do with my
river phobia; those things I am still afraid to cross.
I finally found a machine so awful that I commit suicide in the first dirty screen. Black
Cat Café says on the door: “We are out of internet service.” They should add, “And our
Ms.Pac-Man machine will make you want to jump off a real bridge.”
How is it that quitting things makes you feel empty? The other day I tried art. It was my
best friend’s idea. She laid some paper and crayons on the floor of her basement apartment and
handed me a cup of tea. “Have fun,” she said. But all I could do was draw the same black boxes
all around the page until I found my soul retreating deeper into the Sharpie tip.
“Here,” I told her, handing her a page so blackened that it brailed the other side.
She smiled and put it on her fridge.
● Drinks: 0
● Cigarettes: 0
● Final Score: 3,022

Therapy 2
I ride my bike directly to the motel. We talk about Chinese food. He likes Judy’s
Noodles; I prefer Udon. There are hickeys on my neck. His black eyes have faded to an
acceptable shade of iron deficiency.
“Did you do it,” he finally asks.
“Yes. Everyone.”
“What do you mean…you crossed every bridge in Portland.”
I can’t help it; I take off my shirt and turn around. A river crosses and re-crosses my
spine. All the bridges are there.
“How.”
“Pink elephants,” I tell him, “pink fucking elephants.”

Billy Ray’s (again)
I go back to Billy Ray’s for round two, this time with a young, good-looking guy by my
side and two dollars in quarters in my pocket. The place is not how I remembered—it is placid
and calm and the walls are no longer breathing. The place is not a ship. The bartenders are
docile, almost speechless things and everyone is lined up at the bar with tipped chins and round
cheeks, glazed out to a football game.

This is a great time to fall off the wagon. My companion has lost his dollars on our
serpentine bike ride down the hill, click-clacking and whacking tree branches. Maybe they fell
out when I made him echo tricks from the top of his bike. No matter. I buy. I am ready for the
strange trip a few Pabsts will lend. As if reading my mind, he says, “This stuff never really gets
me drunk…it just makes me feel different.”
We drink quietly at the bar and get two more for the game. Upstairs is as well lit as a
barbershop, and our company is two gay men shooting pool. They talk about love, their balls
(anatomical), spinning out and the “demons” in the Ms.Pac-Man machine. Everyone should be
so lucky to run the maze with such colorful background chatter.
I find myself playing the best game I’ve had in awhile, all the time fielding questions
from my friend about the game- “Is it more important to go after the fruits or the ghosts?*”- And
sitting on one folded leg to gain some leverage to counter the glare in the upper-left hand corner.

“I love this music,” he says anytime a screen starts or stops, and I agree with a nod but
tell him that I like the heartbeat more and he replies, “I can’t hear it.” He eventually gets bored
and wanders downstairs to become a full-cheeked TV cherub, too. Me and Ms. Pac-Man reach a
flow that’s hard to explain. My knees are knocking the machine in a comforting way, and her
heartbeats are mad in my chest. The ball is big as a grapefruit and impossible to miss. At least
that’s how I feel tonight.

* Depends on the screen and the availability of the ghosts. The first ghost Ms. Pac-Man
consumes after eating a pac is worth 200 points, then 400 for the second, 800 for the third and
1600 for the fourth. The fruits gradually increase in worth, so a banana, for instance, is worth
5,000 points, whereas a cherry is only 100.
#

